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CHAPTER



5 Electrophoresis f. C. Autran



5.1 Principles Whether in solution or suspension in water, in aqueous solutions or other liquids. macromolecules (proteins, nucleic acids), particles, emulsion grains. or even bacteria all tend to be displaced under the effect or an electric field. This is thc1 phenomenon or electrophoresis, discovered in 1892 by Linder and Picton, which was developed as much as an analytical as a preparative method in the 1930s by Tiselius (Nobel, 1949). The importance or the electrophoretic phenomenon, other than its theoretical interest, resides in its wide use in analytical and preparative processes, and more particularly, for the study and fractionation or proteins and nucleic acids. Electrophoresis is certainly the most commonly used technique of macromolecule fractionation by biologists and biochemists today. There are several reasons for this popularity. It is a high resolution technique, but can also be used at the preparative level. It is easy to perform, and its cost is relatively low. It can furnish data on the charge, conformation, and shape of molecules. And finally, it is a polyvalent technique that can be used in parallel or in series with numerous other biochemical techniques. This method has been responsible for the discovery, characterization, and purification of several animal and plant tissue components, as well as the study of pathological serums and the testing of quality and composition of several food products. Using electrophoresis assumes first that the molecules or particles in question possess an ele~tric charge. For ionizable macromolecules, the origin of the charge is obvious, but in general, numerous substances can acquire an
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electric charge upon contact with certain liquids. In such an instance, silica o r glass acquire a negative charge in contact with water by losing H + (silica) o r Na+ (glass) ions. In addition, molecules can be given charge ~hen bound to ionized_ligands (e.g., sodium dodecylsulfate). The electriC' -c harges are also assume.d · to be localized on the surface or a particle, which (according to the principle of electroneutrality) imposes the presence of a layer or ions or the opposite charge around the particle which exactly compensates for the charge or the p_article. The classical theories or electrophoresis are based on the structure of the double electric layer and are derived from the theories of electroendosmosis. Electroendosmosis corresponds to the displacement of a liquid along the length or a solid surface under the effect or an electric field parallel to the surface. This displacement occurs because or the fact that when a solid surface acquires charge, for example, a negative charge when in contact with water, the water is found, in return, to have a positive charge in relation to the surface, and since the solid is immobile, it is the water that migrates (in the opposite direction) when a n electric field is app lied. In an actual elect rophoresis. a solid or liquid particle can have its own cha rge or acquire a su rface charge when in contact with a n aqueous solution, just as the solid surface in electroendosmosis. However. contrary to the preceding example, the particle is not immobilized. In an electric field, it is carried by the attraction its global surface c ha rge has toward the electrode of oposi te charge. The particle can sometimes be slowed by m.obile counter-ions that accumulate in front or the moving particle and move by drawing the liquid the length or the particle surface in the direction opposite to the particle mi gration before being dispersed behind the particle. Electrophoresis differs from electrolysis, although in both cases the charge transfer causes the displacement of ions. However, in electrophoresis, one o f the io ns is a macro-ion of greater importa nce than its counter-ion, and above all, with electropho resis, the separation of charged particles is st udied by com pa ring their speed, whereas elect rolysis only involves obtaining products at the electrodes by discharging io ns. There are four principal modes of electrophoretic techniques, each with numerous variables: !. mobile fro nt electrophoresis (today it is practically abandoned) 2. zone electrophoresis or support electrophoresis (presently the most widely used) 3. isoelectric focusing 4. isotachophoresis
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Regardless of the technique, electrophoretic separation rests on the principle of ion o r charged molecule migration in an electric field. At the end of a support electrophoresis, ions or molecu les that have different migration speeds will have separated themselves and a re detected at different locations. A natura l protein mix~ure, like blood serum for example, generally separates into a large
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number of polypeptides seen in the form of a "band" diagram, or a card of "spots," characteristic to the sample.



5 .2 Fundamental Laws and Concepts 5.2.1 Protein Ionization
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All protein separations based on their electric charge depend on their acid or basic character, which is essentially determined by the number and type of ionizable R-groups in their polypeptide chain and the pH of the environment. Since all proteins differ in their composition and amino acid sequence, each has its own acid/ base character. Remember that amino acids are amphoteric substances that can be ionized, as the classic schematic in Figure 5.1 illustrates. In peptides and proteins, none of the alpha-amino and alpha-carboxylic groups involved in peptide bonds can be ionized. The N- and C-terminal and R-groups (diacidic, and dibasic residues) of the chain can be ionized, contributing to the overall charge. The protein's nee electric charge thus corresponds to the algebraic sum of the electric charges found on the surface of the molecule. This net charge is obviously a function of the pH of the medium and the denaturation state of the protein. It is a very impo rtant parameter fo r all types of electrophoretic separation. A protein's isoeleccric pi-I (pi-I;) is defined as the pH at which the molecule carries no net charge. preventing it from migrating in a n electric field. T he pH ; is determined by the number and pK of the ionizable R-groups. It can be high ( > 7.0) if the protein has a hi gh content of basic amino acids (lysine. arginine). such as is found fo r ribonuclease (pH; 9.6). On the contrary, the pH ; is lower if the protein contains predominantly acidic residues (aspartic a nd glutamic acids). such as is found fo r pepsin (pH; 1.0). Most globular protei ns have pH ; values between 4.5 and 6.5 .
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